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How the company uses Project Management Tool 
to track proposed projects at very small level

Production Environment
The assembly line has various functions which requires some angle of 
improvement at different levels. These improvement are considered 
as projects and monitored for timeline, costing and improvement on 
day to day basis.

Need of Tool
An online system which could streamline project registration and 
approval process. Track cost and time to measure success rate.

Customer

The Company

Brief

The company having white 
goods plant in india produces 
thousand's of whitegoods per 
day. The assembly line runs 24x7.



Challenges
Anyone can easily register their idea of improvement as a project

Manage these projects for progress

Platform to raise and answer queries regarding the proposed solutions

Visual  representation to all levels of higher managers right from the floor 
level manager of a department to the GM 'S of their specific departments. 

Timely alerts for cost and time spillover

Reporting mechanism

Custom approval levels for projects depending upon the department
they belong

User level access to show limited and required project related data

Primary Goal : To monitor each project at various levels for 
approvals and progress to meet their timelines

Annual Data

Approx number of projects 
registered per year

600

Queries to be answered and tracked
10000

Number of departments participating 
for various types of projects

50



Earlier Process
Use of excel to manage all project details and status

Projects are registered by sending emails with attachments to one 
person or even using the paper forms

Registration/Closure/Extension etc approval at various levels is 
managed using the paper forms

Updating project status and resolving its queries raised at various levels

Tracking the Excel file containing more than 400 projects was a 
challenge

History , performance comparison tracking was not possible

Projects get lost due to tracking issues
50%

Only quarter of the people were 
able to register for a project

25%

Only 10 percentage projects  were 
tracked successfully and completed 
with status of others was lost

10%

First Step: To understand the failures at various levels and 
interact with its users to know their pain points



Web based approach for easy accessibility

Project registration at all levels of hierarchy available

Paperless Real time project approval available

Project approval duration reduced by more than 50%

User level access to make only required data available 
to people at different levels like department heads

Reporting a query ,tracking of answers and solutions 
made easy

Decision making charts and reports available for 
higher management and relevant department heads

Solution and Benefits : Create an online project 
management system for Web and Mobile



The thought process in the organisation has changed for the good.

Earlier the Manufacturing Director who used to approve any projects 
had less clarity about the project and was dependent on others for 
conclusions. Now he is actively participating in the process as all 
needed information is available in few clicks.

Approver process is made easy as approver  is not required to be in 
the plant and can arrange meetings as trail of question and answers 
is available in the system. 

Complete process has become paperless making it more effective

24x7 access to the information

Every smallest activity related to these projects is captured, noted 
and acted upon

Users at all levels get to see what they need the most

Customer Remark
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